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IN THE COURT OF THE J.M.F.C. NALBARI, ASSAM 

G.R. CASE NO. 734/2016 

U/S 447/188/427/34 I.P.C. 

 

STATE 

-vs- 

Sahed Ali & Ors. 

      ....Accused 

 

Present: Z. Chaliha, A.J.S., 

Nalbari. 

 

For the prosecution: Mr. H. Sarma      ..Ld. Asstt. P.P. 

For the defence: Mr. Joynal Abdin      ..Ld. Defence Counsel 

 

Evidence recorded on: 14.06.17, 23.08.17, 16.09.17, 22.02.18, 7.03.18, 

19.04.18, 8.05.18 

Argument heard on: 4.06.18 

Judgment delivered on: 13.06.18 

 

 

JUDGMENT 

1. The instant criminal case is set in motion through a written ejahar lodged 

by one Akram Hussain on 17.05.16 before Bhangnamari P.S., alleging inter 

alia that on 1.03.2016 vide order of Executive Magistrate, Nalbari his land 

was attached. Accordingly on 4.03.16, the Bhangnamari Police fixed the 

boundary of the informant’s land measuring 125 bighas and planted 

post/pillar on the four sides of the boundary and directed both the 

informant and the accused side not to enter the said land. However on 

31.03.16 the accused person uprooted the boundary posts and further on 
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15.04.16 they ploughed the land with the help of tractors. The accused 

persons also armed with various weapons damaged the land and caused a 

loss of around 2-3 lakhs. Hence the case. 

2. That on receipt of the ejahar at the P.S., the same was registered as 

Bhangnamari P.S. case no. 14/16 u/s 447/188/506/427/34 I.P.C., and on 

the basis of the ejahar police started investigation and after completion of 

investigation finding prima facie materials against the accused Sahed Ali 

@Sayad Ali, Sabu Ali and Hajarat Ali – police submitted the case in charge 

sheet u/s 447/188/427/34 I.P.C., vide charge sheet no. 10/16 dated 

28.05.16. 

3. That on submission of the charge sheet, it was accepted and cognizance 

was taken u/s 447/427/34 I.P.C., by this court. As the accused persons 

were on police bail at the stage of investigation, summons were issued to 

them and on their appearance they were allowed to go on court bail to 

face the trial. 

4. That copy was furnished to the accused persons and on finding prima 

facie materials of offence, particulars of offence and substance of 

accusation for offence u/s 447/427/34 I.P.C., was explained to the accused 

persons and they were asked individually whether they pleaded guilty, to 

which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

5. That in the course of hearing, the prosecution side examined 7 nos. of 

witnesses. The prosecution side marked and exhibited 3 nos. of 

documents. The accused persons were examined u/s 313 CrPc. The 

defence case is of total denial and they declined to adduce any evidence. 

 

6. Points for determination:- 

i. Whether the accused persons on 15.04.16 at around  9 am, 

at village Puran Chaprapara under Bhangnamari P.S., in 

furtherance of their common intention criminally trespassed 
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into the property of the informant and thereby committed 

offence punishable u/s 447/34 I.P.C? 

ii. Whether the accused persons on the aforesaid date, time 

and place in furtherance of their common intention 

committed mischief by ploughing the land of the informant 

and caused loss or damage to the amount of fifty rupees or 

upwards and thereby committed offence punishable u/s 

427/34 I.P.C? 

 

7. Discussion, Decision and Reasons Thereof:- 

Heard arguments of both sides. Perused the case record. My findings are 

as follows- 

8. The prosecution examined the informant as Pw 1. Pw 1 – Akram Hussain 

deposed in his evidence that he had filed a case u/s 144 CrPC relating to 

125 bighas of land, which the accused persons tried to disposses from him 

and accordingly on 1.03.16 – ADC Nalbari had passed an interim order 

restraining both the parties from entering into the alleged land. The 

informant stated that on 31.03.16, the accused persons violated the order 

of ADC and entered into the prohibited land and on 15.04.16, the accused 

persons ploughed the said land with tractor and caused a loss of Rs. 2 lacs 

to him. The informant stated that on 15.04.16 he had lodged ejahar 

against the accused persons at Bhangnamari P.S., and that Ext 1 is the 

ejahar, wherein his signature is exhibited as Ext 1(1). 

Pw 1 in his cross deposed that he had lodged the ejahar on 17.05.16 and 

that he have not stated the reason for his delay in lodging the ejahar. Pw 

1 revealed that he have not stated the dag no, patta no, of the disputed 

land. Pw 1 revealed that he had informed the ADC about violation of the 

order u/s 144 CrPC. Pw 1 revealed that police have seized the tractor. Pw 

1 also revealed that he had rice cultivation in P.O., but the accused had 
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ploughed his filed and did cultivation of ‘Mora Pat' over it. 

9. Pw 2 – Aizuddin Ali deposed in his evidence that one year ago the paddy 

field of the informant was attached by an executive court, but the accused 

persons ploughed the said land and violated the court's order and 

destroyed the crops in the field. 

Pw 2 in his cross revealed that he is a resident of Sayed Ali chowk and 

that the distance between P.O and his home is around 1.5 km. Pw 2 

revealed that Akram's house is at Borlut gaon. Pw 2 also revealed that P.O 

was attached by executive court. 

10. Pw 3 – Khabiruddin Ali deposed in his evidence that one and a half year 

ago, the land of Akram was attached by District Authority, but during the 

said period – the accused persons had ploughed the attached land and 

violated the attachment order. 

11. Pw 4 – Lashkar Ali deposed in his evidence that 2 years ago, a case was 

filed u/s 144 CrPC against Akram's land and in the said case, both Akram 

and the accused persons were barred from possession of the said land, 

but in violation of the said order – the accused persons entered the land 

and ploughed the land with tractor. 

12. Pw 5 – Jafar Ali deposed in his evidence that 2 years ago he used to drive 

tractor and one day Kundus and Fundus asked him to plough their land 

and after that police called him to Sialmari P.S and asked him why he had 

ploughed an attached land. 

13. Pw 6 – Rezak Ali deposed in his evidence that he knows Sahid Ali and that 

2 years ago, he had ploughed the land of Sahid Ali with tractor and later 

police seized papers of his tractors and told him that Sahid Ali's land was a 

disputed land. 

14. Pw 7 – ASI Nupur Ch. Deka is the I.O., and his evidence is of routine 

nature, depicting the various stages of investigation. 

15. I have heard the arguments made by Ld APP and the Ld defence counsel. 
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LD APP submitted that there is ample evidence against the accused 

persons and the prosecution evidence is strong and cogent and had 

successfully proved the guilt of the accused persons for offence u/s 

447/424/34 IPC. On the other hand the Ld defence counsel vehemently 

submitted that the place of occurrence was in possession of the accused 

person at the time of the incident and still continues to be in their 

possession   and as such question of trespass do not arise. 

16. It is also found from the record that the accused in their  statement u/s 

313 CrPC had admitted that at the relevant date, time and place they had 

ploughed  the place of occurrence, however their defence is that at the 

said time and till today  the P.O continues to be in their possession.  

17. Before, proceeding any further I would like to briefly discuss section 441 

IPC which stipulates the essence of offence of criminal trespass. A bare 

reading of the said section, it can be found that the intent to commit an 

offence or to intimidate or insult or annoy any person in possession of   

property is a necessary ingredient of the offence of criminal trespass. It 

must be established that the entry was with the requisite intention. No 

offence of criminal trespass as defined in section 441 IPC takes place 

unless there is a criminal intention or mens rea.  

18. Coming to our case, it appears that the version of the prosecution is 

basically that at the relevant date, time and place the place of occurrence 

was under attachment and the accused person violating the attachment 

order entered the P.O and ploughed the same. 

19. Pw1 who is the informant went on to state that the accused in violation of 

the attachment order entered into the P.O and ploughed the same. It was 

revealed from his cross that there was delay if 2 days in lodging the 

ezahar and further in his ezahar there is no mention of dag and patta 

number of the said plot of land. However, in the backdrop of the 

admission of the fact that at the relevant time the accused had in fact 
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ploughed the P.O, I do not find any force in   the   contentions raised by 

the Ld defence counsel. Other than the fact that the P.O was not clearly 

specified in Ext 1 t the defence had raised no objection to the identity of 

the P.O. The plea of the defence is that at the relevant time P.O was in the 

legitimate possession of the accused person and the attachment order was 

vacated in their favour. 

20. As I go through the evidence it appears that Pw2, Pw3, Pw4 and Pw5 had 

deposed in the same tune and tenor and stated that at the relevant date 

and time the accused person in violation of the attachment order entered 

the P.O and ploughed the same.  

21. On the other hand it is defence case that the attachment order was 

vacated in their favour and as such there was no wrong committed by 

entering their own paddy field and ploughing it. 

22. Section 106 of the Evidence Act clearly provides that when any fact is 

especially within the knowledge of any person, the burden of proving that 

fact is upon him.  

23. In our case at hand, in view of the overwhelming   prosecution evidence 

coupled with admission by the accused person, the plea of the defence 

that they were in possession of the P.O at the relevant time it becomes 

imperative on their side to prove the same by adducing evidence. However 

from mere statement of Pw 1 in his cross examination that accused were 

possession of the P.O there is nothing in record to prove the same. The 

defence had set up the plea that the attachment order was vacated at the 

relevant time which makes me wonder what prevented the accused 

person from producing a certified copy of such order to prove the same. 

From the  cross examination of the prosecution witness it appears that 

there is two contrasting defence raised by them one is that the P.O was 

not  under attachment order and secondly that it might be under 

attachment order but the accused persons  did not criminally trespassed 
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into the said plot of land. It appears that defence had a led a very 

confusing attack towards the prosecution story. Moreover, as the defence 

had raised a special plea against the prosecution version, than it becomes 

its duty to prove the same. However, in the instant case defence had led 

no evidence to prove the same. 

24. Now, in regard to offence u/s 427 IPC the prosecution evidence is lacking 

in regard to loss  if any  sustained by the informant due to act of the 

accused persons, 

25. Therefore, in view of the above discussions, it appears that prosecution 

had been able to prove the guilt of the accused persons beyond 

reasonable doubt for the offence u/s 447/34 IPC. 
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ORDER 

 

Hence considering the above discussions, the accused Sahed Ali @Sayad 

Ali, Sabu Ali and Hajarat Ali are found guilty for offence u/s 447/34 I.P.C 

and are accordingly convicted thereon. 

 

Heard the accused on the point of sentence. 

 

Considering the facts and circumstances of the case and as there is no 

previous criminal antecedents of the accused persons, I deem it fit to 

extend the benefit of probation of offender’s act to the accused persons 

and release them after due admonition. 

 

Accordingly the accused are released after due admonition. 

 

The accused persons bail-bond also stands cancelled after expiry of the 

appellate period. 

 

Seized articles, if any are to be disposed off as per Sec 452 Cr.Pc. 

 

Pronounced by me on this open Court, this 13th day of June, 2018 under 

my hand and seal of this Court. 

 

Typed by me and corrected by me: 

 

Zubee Chaliha, J.M.F.C, Nalbari.
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IN THE COURT OF THE J.M.F.C. NALBARI, ASSAM 

G.R. CASE NO. 734/2016 

U/S 447/188/427/34 I.P.C. 

 STATE 

-vs- 

Sahed Ali & Ors. 

    ....Accused 

 

ANNEXURE:- 

 

1. PROSECUTION WITNESSES :- 

P.W 1: Akram Hussain (informant), 

P.W 2: Aizuddin Ali, 

P.W 3: Khabiruddin Ali, 

P.W 4: Lashkar Ali, 

P.W 5: Jafar Ali, 

P.W 6: Rejak Ali, 

P.W 7: ASI Nupur Ch. Deka (I.O) 

 

2. DEFENCE WITNESSES: 

NIL. 

 

3.  EXHIBITS (BY PROSECUTION SIDE): 

Ext 1: Ejahar, 

Ext 1(1): Signature of the informant, 

Ext 2: Sketch Map, 

Ext 2(1): Signature of I.O., 

Ext 3: Charge sheet no. 10/16, 

Ext 3(1): Signature of I.O., 

 

4.  EXHIBITS (BY DEFENCE SIDE): 

NIL. 

 

 

Typed by me and corrected by me:- 

 

 

Zubee Chaliha, J.M.F.C, Nalbari. 


